Insight Out
by Bill Miller
We wish you all a blessed and fulfilling New Year!
December was a busy month and we are grateful for an anonymous member who donated
$12,000 for our annual lease renewal. Our lease is now extended from December 14, 2017 to
December 14, 2018. We are deeply grateful for this support and for all of you who are renewing
memberships and providing funding toward our publications and monthly operating expenses.
We are presently seeking a grant for our publishing and webinars.
The publishing of our Portal to Your Higher Consciousness Three Selves book is in
process. Our editor, Melanie Hoffman, commented, “The book is very interesting and
informative, helping create a different way of viewing our lives and the universe. The material is
vast, covering many different concepts, which is great. I’m so happy because I learned SO
much! P. S. It’s been really fun to see how the Three Selves teachings have integrated into my
life…and to share it with others.”
In additional to including several new chapters, we are going to add another flavor to
the revised edition by including real‐life accounts of eight individuals who were provided with
insights, awareness, or information that somehow changed their lives or helped them in a
major way. I especially appreciate a discourse by our Teacher, Eternal Cosmos, on the “Play of
Life,” which relates to our fulfillment of our life purpose.
Cynthia and I have rested and renewed during the two weeks we were off from the
Fellowship (December 18, 2017 – January 2, 2018). We celebrated the holidays with our family
and friends, and we wish you every blessing of the holiday season and New Year. You are all
precious to us and we enthusiastically keep you in our loving prayers. May 2018 surprise us all
with joy, peace, and prosperity!

From the Fellowship Archives

Words of Encouragement in Changing Times
The following beautiful and inspiring channeling, by one of our long‐time Fellowship
members and friends, is so representative of our work with the Three Selves Teaching. ~ Bella
Karish, D.D.
Just as there is a Divine plan for the growth and development in the microcosm of every
seed in nature, so too, there is a Divine pattern for the growth and development and
fulfillment of each of us.
Often we may feel that those around us are not living up to their potential, yet in the
end it is basically a matter of personal choices since God has ordained free will and does not

interfere with our free will. By realizing that we do not consciously know the contents of God’s
Divine Plan for another, it makes it easier to be kind, patient, and to cease judging others from
outer appearances. Know that a Divine Plan is unfolding!
Attempt to see the Christ within everyone who walks the difficult path of humanity.
Look attentively with kind compassion behind the myriad masks of the human persona for the
Reality behind all appearances. Be your brother’s keeper when it is appropriate. Help whenever
you can, but do not be a doormat. Do not sponsor co‐dependent behavior no matter how well
intentioned. Do not place yourselves in harm’s way intentionally. Save your “pearls” for those
who may benefit from them. Empower rather than disable.
To God and Self be true! You do not nor cannot answer for anyone’s actions save your
own. To attempt to do so is misguided. It is a subtle form of agreement and enablement which
obstructs rather than assists. Seek not, for ultimately “the path finds the foot.”
Fear not that you will one day physically die. Fear only that you have not yet spiritually
begun to live when that fateful, inevitable moment comes suddenly upon you. May the Lord of
Creation direct your hearts to the steadfastness of the image of Christ Consciousness which
remains eternally unchanged and lovingly at peace within the eye of the hurricane of Life.
Peace be with you.
Channeled: Sithriel
Ray of Metatron – Archon of Archangels

